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Introduction
The ability of our visual system to categorize objects
remains, to date, a challenging field of research. Most the-
ories fall short at explaining how our visual system is able
to find consistent visual solutions even under occluded
conditions, to infer illusory shapes stemming from Gestalt
rules, or to construct multiple interpretations in case of
multi-stable perceptions. An alternative theory is that vis-
ual recognition is an inference process relying on explora-
tion of multiple hypotheses, and may include high-
dimensional attractors as solutions to visual problems.
Testing this theory requires the development of special-
ized stimulation techniques, allowing one to control the
amount of information that is delivered to the visual sys-
tem.
Methods
We considered a 2-D lattice of black dots, held in place by
elastic forces. The lattice was progressively deformed by
displacing the dots towards informative points of an
object. Information was quantified as the energy of a local
Gabor Jet. By controlling a single parameter, we could
progressively deform the lattice of black dots to include
more and more information about the object of interest.
Sufficient deviation from the regularity of the grid allows
the visual system to infer the identity of the object, while
progressively smaller amount of deviation poses more dif-
ficulty for recognition.
Results
Nine subjects were exposed to several instances of objects
with varied displacement applied to the grid of dots. Sub-
jects had to rate the visibility of those stimuli on a three
point scale: responses "nothing", "uncertain" and "object
seen". We found that by progressively manipulating the
degree of distortion of the grid and introducing progres-
sively more information about the object, the psychomet-
ric accuracy curves and the type-of-response curves
indicate a smooth transition from the unperceived to the
robustly perceived case.
Conclusion
Our novel stimulation paradigm allows for a precise con-
trol over the amount of information fed to the visual sys-
tem. It has the advantage that no elementary visual
features are present in the stimulus, and thus the visual
system may only infer the object by using the statistical
deviations from the perfect grid. When little information
about the object is presented, the visual system struggles
to reconstruct the object by exploring several visual solu-
tions (hypotheses), thus yielding a robust uncertainty
regime fruitful for investigating the attractor-recognition
hypothesis.
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